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【背面尚有試題】 

密 封 線 

一、字彙選擇題：（20題，每題 3分，共 60分) 

( C ) 1. The sign        "No smoking". 

(A)writes   (B)speaks   (C)says   (D)goes 

( B ) 2. If you have any questions, please        your hand. 

(A)turn   (B)raise   (C)call   (D)show 

( A ) 3. English is more         than any other language. 

(A)practical   (B)perform   (C)principle   (D)prepare 

( D ) 4. There is a saying which goes, "Failure is the mother of        ." 

(A)interests   (B)successful   (C)complaints   (D)success 

( C ) 5. I usually exercise at the         . 

(A)library   (B)restaurant   (C)gym   (D)zoo 

( A ) 6.         to the study, sea level is rising. 

(A)According   (B)Due   (C)Instead   (D)Apply 

( D ) 7. It is said that the rich man wanted to         in this piece of land. 

(A)invite   (B)examine   (C)survey   (D)invest 

( C ) 8. She will issue an         statement in the newspaper to announce her decision to run for the Presidency. 

(A)effective   (B)online   (C)official   (D)ancient 

( B ) 9. My boss is not         now. Will you wait here? 

(A)empty   (B)available   (C)absent   (D)reverse 

( D ) 10. Mr. Jones likes to          about his neighbors because they do not get along well. 

(A)invite   (B)reply   (C)offer   (D)complain 

( C ) 11. Mathematics is          for some students. 

(A)different   (B)flawless   (C)difficult   (D)domestic 

( A ) 12. Annie's father is a famous          at a five-star restaurant. He can prepare a variety of delicious meals. 

(A)cook   (B)dinner   (C)cooker   (D)diner 

( B ) 13. Don't        about me. I am fine. 

(A)hurry   (B)worry   (C)wonder   (D)cheer 

( A ) 14. Tommy's story does not sound real, so I          to believe it. 

(A)refuse   (B)cherish   (C)decide   (D)accept 

( B ) 15. The child is full of          again after taking a nap. 

(A)faith   (B)energy   (C)passion   (D)pressure 

( D ) 16. My parents will eat out to          their wedding anniversary. 

(A)conclude   (B)calculate   (C)cultivate   (D)celebrate 

( A ) 17. Thanks to your help, we can          the work on time. 

(A)finish   (B)forecast   (C)make   (D)permit 

( B ) 18. It's          that everyone feels nervous before taking the entrance exam. 

(A)unusual   (B)normal   (C)strange   (D)funny 

( D ) 19. Peter          like taking a nap after reading too many books. 

(A)intends   (B)conveys   (C)delivers   (D)feels 

( C ) 20. My digital camera is not         , so I have to get it fixed. 

(A)representing   (B)growing   (C)working   (D)approaching 

  



 

 

 

二、綜合測驗題：（20題，每題 2分，共 40分) 

( A ) 1. Judy doesn't know how to operate the computer,            . 

(A)nor do I (B)nor am I (C)I do, too (D)nor can I 

( C ) 2. The new smart phone        me twenty thousand dollars. 

(A)spent   (B)paid   (C)cost   (D)took 

( D ) 3. This is the         plan I have ever made. 

(A)worse   (B)badest   (C)bad   (D)worst 

( B ) 4. The customer was satisfied          her dress. 

(A)in   (B)with   (C)for   (D)from 

( C ) 5. The book on grammar          in 2010. 

(A)is written   (B)wrote   (C)was written   (D)was writing 

( D ) 6. Both of the girls are very young. One is twelve years old, and          is only ten. 

(A)other one   (B)another   (C)another one   (D)the other 

( A ) 7. Refusing invitations         not always easy. 

(A)is   (B)are   (C)has been   (D)have been 

( B ) 8. He had better         smoking since he is in poor health. 

(A)stops   (B)stop   (C)to stop   (D)stopping 

( C ) 9. Her boyfriend,         name I forgot, is a lawyer. 

(A)who   (B)that   (C)whose   (D)whom 

( D ) 10. The car accident         right here last week. 

(A)was happened   (B)has happened   (C)is happening   (D)happened 

( B ) 11. I saw an old lady and her cat         were crossing the street. 

(A)which   (B)that   (C)who   (D)what 

( B ) 12. He was not only the lead singer          the greatest dancer in the group. 

(A)as well as   (B)but also   (C)and   (D)nor 

( A ) 13. I forgot         her the good news. 

(A)to tell   (B)telling   (C)tell   (D)told 

( C ) 14. If he        a millionaire, he could buy this island. 

(A)is   (B)are   (C)were   (D)has 

( D ) 15. David made         many mistakes that he didn't pass the exam. 

(A)how   (B)such   (C)as   (D)so 

( C ) 16. If he had bought that dictionary, he         those new words. 

(A)learned   (B)could learned   (C)could have learned   (D)had learned 

( B ) 17. Susan cried for the first time the day         her grandmother died. 

(A)which   (B)when   (C)where   (D)how 

( A ) 18. Water is so important that nobody can live        it. 

(A)without   (B)with   (C)at   (D)on 

( A ) 19. My son         up early when he was a high school student. 

(A)used to get   (B)is used to getting   (C)was used to get   (D)gets 

( D ) 20. I don't know how         here, but she was very fast. 

(A)she get   (B)did she get   (C)did she got   (D)she got 

 


